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ABSTRACT: In high-resolution scanning probe microscopy, it is
becoming increasingly common to simultaneously record multiple
channels representing diﬀerent tip−sample interactions to collect
complementary information about the sample surface. A popular choice
involves simultaneous scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and
noncontact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM) measurements, which
are thought to reﬂect the chemical and electronic properties of the
sample surface. With surface-oxidized Cu(100) as an example, we
investigate whether atomic-scale information on chemical interactions
can be reliably extracted from frequency shift maps obtained while using
the tunneling current as the feedback parameter. Ab initio calculations of
interaction forces between speciﬁc tip apexes and the surface are utilized
to compare experiments with theoretical expectations. The examination reveals that constant-current operation may induce a
noticeable inﬂuence of topography-feedback-induced cross-talk on the frequency shift data, resulting in misleading interpretations
of local chemical interactions on the surface. Consequently, the need to apply methods such as 3D-AFM is emphasized when
accurate conclusions about both the local charge density near the Fermi level, as provided by the STM channel, and the sitespeciﬁc strength of tip−sample interactions (NC-AFM channel) are desired. We conclude by generalizing to the case where
multiple atomic-scale interactions are being probed while only one of them is kept constant.

■

INTRODUCTION

eigenf requency f 0) due to the chemical interaction forces acting
between the tip and the sample (corresponding to the f requency
shif t, Δf = f − f 0). Consequently, the concurrent recording of
both the STM and the NC-AFM channel has in principle the
potential to yield complementary information on both atomic
scale variations in surface interactions and the underlying
electronic structure responsible for them. However, using a
combination of atomic-scale topography data acquired with
tunneling current-based feedback and simultaneously recorded
frequency shift images on surface oxidized Cu(100), we show
in this paper that topography-feedback-induced cross-talk between
the two channels leads to complications in the correct

With the accelerating trend toward miniaturization in functional electromechanical systems as well as the advent of twodimensional materials with exceptional physical properties such
as graphene1 and silica bilayers,2 measuring and understanding
chemical surface forces with atomic speciﬁcity has become
increasingly important for ﬁelds as diverse as molecular
electronics, catalysis, and tribology.3 To image and characterize
surfaces with atomic resolution, scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM)4 and noncontact atomic force microscopy (NC-AFM)5
are most frequently used. While STM relies on the tunneling
current between an atomically sharp probe tip and a (semi-)
conducting sample to deliver atomic scale information about
the electronic properties of surfaces, NC-AFM maps how much
the resonance frequency f of an oscillating cantilever has
changed from its value away from the surface (i.e., from its
© 2015 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. (a) Model of the (2√2 × √2)R45° missing row reconstruction associated with the surface oxide layer on Cu(100). Surface Cu atoms are
displayed as light orange spheres, second layer Cu atoms as dark orange spheres, and surface oxygen atoms as small gray spheres. Color-coded
crosses in the unit cell denote the six lattice sites for which tip−sample force interactions have been calculated via ab initio methods. Oxygen atoms
(O) are marked by black crosses, whereas copper atoms at the center of ﬁlled rows (Cu1) are marked by red and copper atoms at the edges of
missing rows (Cu2) by green crosses. Similarly, yellow crosses indicate the locations of the bridge sites between two Cu2 atoms on the missing rows
while the hollow sites between two O atoms on the missing rows are highlighted by blue crosses. Finally, pink crosses denote the lattice sites
surrounded by four Cu atoms in the ﬁlled rows (Inter-Cu). (b) Large-scale STM image of the surface structure (U = 0.20 V, I = 1.0 nA, T = 60 K).
Atomically ﬂat terraces are separated by steps pinned predominantly in the ⟨001⟩ directions of the substrate.

assignment of spatial variations in Δf to individual atomic
locations.
It has been demonstrated before that quantiﬁcation of the
local chemical interaction forces can be accomplished via the
method of dynamic force spectroscopy (DFS) by using the
frequency shift data recorded in NC-AFM images.6−8 The
technique has been extended in recent years to three spatial
dimensions above the sample surface via the method of threedimensional atomic force microscopy (3D-AFM).9 Using 3DAFM, several impressive accomplishments in atomic-scale
characterization of surface properties have been reported,
including (i) the quantiﬁcation of the chemical interaction
forces on a graphite surface with very high spatial resolution to
gain information about associated frictional properties,10,11 (ii)
the high resolution measurement of chemical interaction forces
on a single organic molecule,12 and (iii) the detailed
investigation of phenomena of fundamental importance such
as hydrogen bonding.13 Moreover, the combination of the 3DAFM method with simultaneously performed STM has allowed
the complementary acquisition of atomic-scale chemical and
electronic information on material surfaces, facilitating
interpretation of contrast formation mechanisms and issues
such as bond symmetry and atomic-scale defect identiﬁcation.14,15
While combined 3D-AFM/STM can provide a wealth of
information regarding atomic-scale surface properties, its
application is far from routine, as the method requires extended
measurement times due to the acquisition of multiple images or
spectroscopy curves as well as several postmeasurement data
processing steps.16,17 In an attempt to obtain information on
both chemical interactions and surface charge distributions with
less experimental eﬀort, several research groups have acquired
simultaneous two-dimensional STM/NC-AFM data instead.
Three approaches have been used. In mode (i), the surface is
imaged using NC-AFM feedback while the average tunneling
current during oscillation Iavg is collected at the same time.18,19
Mode (ii) uses STM feedback, but oscillates the cantilever,
which allows simultaneous collection of the frequency shift
Δf.19−22 This mode is usually referred to as the dynamic STM
mode. Finally, mode (iii) involves imaging the surface while
holding the tip at a constant (or almost constant) height and

recording the tunneling current and the frequency shift as a
function of lateral position.23−25
With the premise of getting reliable information on local
interaction forces and currents, mode (iii) is ideally suited, as
due to the constant-height operation there is no cross-talk
between the separate data channels, which may otherwise occur
due to the feedback-induced vertical motion of the tip above
the surface. It has indeed been demonstrated that mode (iii)
can be utilized toward, for example, the discrimination of
surface vacancies from adsorbed molecules on semiconductor
surfaces.26 On many extended surfaces, however, steps and/or
irregularities and defects, such as structural domain boundaries
and adsorbates, result in an increased likelihood of tip
instabilities and even crashes with the surface when operating
without topographic feedback control, complicating such
measurements. Moreover, even if small, perfect terraces could
be imaged without incident, it is exactly the role of these defects
in governing the macroscopic chemical properties of the surface
that is often of greatest interest.27 Therefore, most practical
applications employ either mode (i) or (ii).
In this paper, we examine simultaneous STM/NC-AFM
measurements performed on the surface oxide layer of Cu(100)
using mode (ii) (the dynamic STM mode) with a special focus
on answering the following question: Is it possible to gain a
qualitative yet precise understanding of atomic-scale chemical
interaction forces on sample surfaces from Δf data acquired
during such measurements? Answering this question is relevant
since the dynamic STM mode is predominantly chosen in
combined STM/NC-AFM measurements due to its operational
robustness compared with mode (i). The surface oxide layer on
Cu(100) provides a well-studied model system where the
various contrasts observed in the STM channel have been
previously associated with speciﬁc tip apex structures,15,28
which in turn allows a comparison of the simultaneously
recorded Δf values with ab initio calculations of force
interactions. Moreover, scanning probe microscopy (SPM)
measurements have contributed signiﬁcantly to a detailed
understanding of atomic-scale surface chemistry in relation to
processes such as heterogeneous catalysis.9,29 Particular areas
where SPM measurements have already delivered remarkable
results are the determination of adsorption sites30 as well as
metal−support interactions.31 Catalysts based on copper
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Figure 2. (a) Constant-current topography image obtained in dynamic STM mode showing two perpendicular structural domains (U = −1.10 V,
Iavg = 400 pA, T = 60 K). The two insets display theoretically calculated STM images for a Cu-CuO tip at the given experimental conditions.28 (b)
Simultaneously acquired Δf image featuring elongated bright spots. Two smaller regions of the acquired image corresponding to the locations of the
insets in part (a) are highlighted. Please note that since for this tip the maximum tunneling current is expected to occur with an oﬀset of about 1 Å
from the terminating copper atom in the direction of the oxygen atom (cf. inset in panel (d)), a lateral oﬀset of that order between the positions of
the actual lattice sites on the surface and the maxima imaged in STM has been taken into account.15 (c) Zoomed-in views of highlighted regions in
parts (a) and (b), together with the corresponding surface model. Rectangular unit cells are depicted for reference. Smallest tunneling current values
are recorded on the hollow sites between oxygen atoms on the missing rows, which are emphasized by blue ellipses, while the same regions are
imaged the brightest in the frequency shift channel. (d) Calculated force interactions F between a Cu−CuO tip apex as visualized in the inset and the
six lattice sites labeled in Figure 1a plotted as a function of the tip−sample distance d. Negative values indicate attractive interactions.

■

oxides32,33 are frequently employed in various chemical
processes including NO reduction34 as well as CO oxidation,35
hence results regarding the local chemical reactivity of the
surface oxide layer on Cu(100) as provided by combined
STM/NC-AFM measurements would be particularly useful in
elucidating the contribution of the catalyst surface to the
associated phenomena on the atomic scale.
Despite the signiﬁcant potential of combined STM/NCAFM measurements with regard to surface chemistry as
discussed above, the results presented in this work point to a
signiﬁcant inﬂuence of topography-feedback-induced cross-talk
on recorded Δf data, preventing trivial conclusions to be made
regarding atomic-scale chemical reactivity in such experiments.
The associated discussion is concluded with a generalization to
the case where multiple tip−sample interactions that show
atomic-scale variations should be accurately measured.

EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A (100)-oriented copper single crystal has been cleaned by
repeated cycles of Ar+ sputtering and annealing under ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) conditions. Exposure of cleaned samples to
1000−3000 L molecular oxygen at an elevated temperature of
575 K then resulted in the formation of a surface oxide layer
that is characterized by the (2√2 × √2)R45° missing row
reconstruction depicted in Figure 1a. Due to its 45° orientation
relative to the copper surface’s closed-packed ⟨011⟩ directions,
two equivalent but perpendicular structural domains may form,
which are frequently observed in the experiments.36 Combined
STM/NC-AFM measurements in the dynamic STM mode (i.e.,
at constant average tunneling current) have been carried out
using a home-built low-temperature microscope operating in
UHV described in detail elsewhere.37 Electrochemically etched
Pt/Ir and W tips attached at the end of quartz tuning forks have
been employed to collect the tunneling current and frequency
shift data.38 All measurements have been performed at
6672
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Figure 3. (a) Constant-current topography image obtained in dynamic STM mode (U = −1.30 V, Iavg = 500 pA, T = 60 K). The inset displays the
theoretically calculated STM image for an oxygen-terminated model tip (cf. inset in panel (d) for a structural model) at the given experimental
conditions.28 (b) Simultaneously acquired Δf image. A smaller region of the acquired image corresponding to the location of the inset in part (a) is
highlighted. Please note that the asymmetric arrangement of the second-level copper atoms in the tip apex not only induces a slight (∼1 Å) lateral
oﬀset between the positions of the actual lattice sites on the surface and the maxima imaged in STM, but also distorts the image to a certain extent
(i.e., it induces asymmetry into the image).28 (c) Zoomed-in view of the highlighted region in part (b), together with the corresponding surface
model. Rectangular unit cells are depicted for reference. As discussed in detail in the main text, the two Cu2 atoms denoted by dashed black circles
and highlighted by the blue ellipse display noticeable diﬀerences in interaction forces due to cross-talk. Cross-talk also makes O atoms such as the
one denoted by the black circle display higher levels of interaction forces than adjacent Cu2 atoms even though the Cu2 sites interact stronger with
the tip at equal distances (cf. panel (d)). (d) Calculated force interactions between an oxygen-terminated tip apex as illustrated by the structural
model in the inset and the six lattice sites designated in Figure 1a as a function of tip−sample distance d. Based on calculation results, Inter-Cu sites
are expected to exhibit the highest attractive interaction with the tip apex at constant tip−sample distances; however, the eﬀect of cross-talk due to
the tunneling current-based feedback leads to complications as discussed in the main text.

T = 60 K for improved stability and noise characteristics, with
an oscillation amplitude of 5 Å.
Let us mention at this point that the term “cross-talk” is
frequently used in the scanning probe microscopy community
to refer to an electrical coupling between the tunneling current
and frequency shift data channels during simultaneous STM/
NC-AFM measurements in certain tuning-fork based microscope designs as a result of stray capacitance,39 which is avoided
when separate electrical connections for the collection of
tunneling current and frequency shift are employed.37 As such,
it should be emphasized that, in this work, we strictly refer to
topography-feedback-induced cross-talk between data channels,
rather than the speciﬁc electrical coupling issue mentioned
above. Moreover, the “phantom force” eﬀect has also been
observed to result in a signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the tunneling
current on detected frequency shift values during simultaneous
STM/NC-AFM measurements performed on samples with
limited conductivity, for example, semiconductors, which is thus
not relevant for our sample surface.40
The AFM calculations were performed using the VASP PAW
method, with a 420 eV cutoﬀ and a 2 × 2 × 1 k-point mesh. To

simulate tips coated with surface material, we utilized atomically
sharp Cu (111) structures with an O atom contaminant (Cu−
CuO tip) and O termination (CuO tip).15,28 These three-layer
AFM tip models were approached to the four-layer Cu−O
surface model (cell dimensions 14.6 Å × 14.6 Å) in steps of
0.25 Å from the original height of 6 Å to compute force
spectroscopy curves. At each stage, the geometries of the two
lower tip layers and two upper surface layers were optimized to
a tolerance of 0.01 eV/Å, while the rest of the atoms were
constrained to simulate bulk regions extending into the probe
and substrate. We employed a product of exponential and third
power polynomial functions to ﬁt theoretical force spectroscopy data points and produce smooth curves for straightforward
data interpretation.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The large-scale STM image in Figure 1b shows a typical
overview of the surface-oxidized Cu(100) sample. In agreement
with previous STM studies,36,41 the resulting surface oxide layer
is characterized by atomically ﬂat terraces of 20−40 nm width
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CuO tip as well,28 one deduces from the Δf channel that Cu1
atoms exhibit the largest attractive interaction with the probe
tip (Figure 3b,c). This ﬁnding is, however, at odds with ab
initio simulations of the interactions for this tip apex model,
which suggest that Inter-Cu sites should exhibit the greatest
attractive forces with the apex (cf. Figure 3d). Moreover, it is
observed that the experimental Δf values measured for Cu2
atoms on both sides of the missing rows are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent despite the fact that the force interactions simulated
on these two sites are virtually identical. Finally, O atoms seem
to display a larger interaction with the probe tip compared to
the Cu2 atoms in the experiment, which is again both
counterintuitive and in conﬂict with the simulations.
The observed inconsistencies can, however, readily be
explained by cross-talk between the data channels due to the
active topography feedback: At locations that feature higher
tunneling current, the tip moves away from the surface, thereby
leading to a reduced Δf at that spot due to an increase in tip−
sample distance. The inverse is true for locations of low
tunneling current. As such, O atoms appear to interact more
strongly with the tip apex than Cu2 atoms, despite the fact that
the opposite would be true for measurements performed at a
constant tip−sample distance. For the same reason, Cu1 sites
appear more attractive than Inter-Cu sites and identical Cu2
sites seem to exhibit diﬀerent chemical interaction forces.
Returning to the unanswered questions concerning the Δf
contrast in Figure 2, it should be noted that cross-talk causes
the tip apex to be situated closer to the sample surface on top of
hollow sites between O atoms on missing rows. This leads to a
relative enhancement of the attractive interactions probed by
the Cu-terminated tip at those locations compared to the ideal
case of constant-height imaging, which is why elongated bright
spots are detected rather than individual bright spots for each O
atom.
From the results presented here, it became evident that Δf
maps recorded in the dynamic STM mode are often aﬀected by
signiﬁcant cross-talk eﬀects associated with topography feedback and should therefore be viewed with great caution when
evaluating atomic-scale surface interactions, if such an
evaluation is possible at all. Consequently, the acquisition of
three-dimensional data sets via 3D-AFM and constant height
imaging by, for example, disabling the feedback at low
temperatures or by slowing the feedback down so it would
not react to atomic-scale corrugations arise as the only viable
and general methods of obtaining complementary information
on site-speciﬁc chemical interaction forces and electronic
structure without the inﬂuence of cross-talk.
While stable constant height imaging is mostly problematic
on sample surfaces featuring steps, domain boundaries, and
other defects as mentioned in the Introduction, 3D-AFM
provides a robust technique with which reconstruction of true
constant height tunneling current and frequency shift images
can be accomplished.9 Moreover, active feedback control
during data acquisition for 3D-AFM ensures stable imaging,
even over surface irregularities. A comparison of experimentally
obtained frequency shift and chemical interaction force maps
using the dynamic STM and the 3D-AFM approaches,
respectively, is presented in Figure 4. While ab initio
calculations allow determining the tip apex in both cases to
be of the Cu-CuO variety, the 3D-AFM method allows the
unambiguous assignment of maximum chemical interaction
forces to individual O atoms, whereas maximum interaction
forces are erroneously assigned to the hollow sites between the

separated by pinned, monatomic steps running predominantly
in the ⟨001⟩ directions of the Cu(100) substrate.
To obtain complementary information about the atomicscale structure of the surface as well as the interactions
exhibited by individual lattice sites, combined STM/NC-AFM
measurements have been performed on ﬂat terraces of the
reconstructed surface. As exempliﬁed in Figures 2 and 3,
diﬀerent contrasts are observed for both the frequency shift and
the constant-current STM topography channels, based on the
use of diﬀerent experimental parameters such as bias voltage
(U) and tunneling current (I) as well as occasional in situ tip
changes during experiments. Taking into account that tips have
been treated by gentle crashes into the sample surface to
achieve atomic resolution prior to recording each data set, it is
reasonable to assume the respective apexes predominantly
consist of copper and oxygen atoms.15 Based on ab initio
simulations of STM images acquired on this sample surface
using model tip apexes, one can readily identify the model tip
structures responsible for each data set as well as the mean tip−
sample distance d.28 From such a comparison, it is concluded
that the ladder-type contrast exhibited by the STM image of
Figure 2a at a bias voltage of U = −1.10 V and a mean tip−
sample distance of d = 5.5 Å was acquired with a Cu tip apex
with an oxygen atom adsorbed on one side (the Cu−CuO tip
depicted in the inset of Figure 2d; see ref 28.). For both
structural domains, the largest tunneling current was collected
over the Cu atoms situated at the centers of ﬁlled rows (Cu1
atoms) forming bright stripes in the STM image, while bridges
of smaller tunneling current are formed over Cu2 atoms
situated next to the missing rows. On the other hand, the
simultaneously recorded Δf image (Figure 2b) is characterized
by elongated bright spots (designating regions of apparently
high attractive interaction with the probe tip). Carrying over
the assignment of lattice sites from the STM image to the Δf
data, and taking into account the ∼1 Å of fset in lateral positions
of actual atomic positions from the image maxima due to the
inherent asymmetry of the tip apex,15,28 it can be determined
that the elongated bright spots observed in the Δf channel are
centered between two oxygen atoms along the missing rows of
the sample surface (Figure 2c). This particular assignment is at
ﬁrst glance consistent with ab initio calculations of tip−sample
interaction forces (Figure 2d), which indicate that surface
oxygen exhibit the most attractive interaction with the Cu-CuO
model tip at all relevant tip−sample distances. If, however, the
Δf channel truly represents a map of the relative local
interaction strength of surface sites, one would expect to
resolve two individual maxima representing the two oxygen
atoms. We will return below to why we observe an elongated
bright spot on the hollow site instead.
Following a similar procedure for the data shown in Figure 3,
it is determined that an oxygen-terminated copper tip apex
(referred to as CuO tip; cf. the inset of Figure 3d for a
structural model) at a bias voltage of U = −1.30 V and tip−
sample distance of d = 5.5 Å closely reproduces the
experimentally observed STM contrast (Figure 3a): The largest
tunneling current is collected over Cu2 atoms on one side of
the missing rows, while the Cu2 atoms on the other side of the
missing rows appear signiﬁcantly darker due to a particular
asymmetry caused by the alignment of second layer Cu atoms
of the tip apex model with respect to the surface.28 Additionally,
taking into account that under these speciﬁc imaging conditions
a lateral oﬀset of ∼1 Å between the actual positions of the Cu
atoms and those imaged via STM has been predicted for the
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be commonly the case. The situation only changes if the
corrugation in channel 3 is lower (ideally much lower) than the
typical decay length of interaction B so that the images
obtained in channel 2 can be considered to be more or less
constant height. This speciﬁc case may occur if interactions A
and B feature greatly diﬀerent decay lengths and one chooses
the interaction with the shorter decay length as the feedback
signal. Alternatively, as pointed out earlier, one can slow the
feedback loop to a degree that atomic-scale features are not
followed. In this case, “quasi-constant-height” imaging is
achieved with physically relevant information in channels 1
and 2.
Let us conclude the discussion presented in this section by
mentioning that the contrasts observed for both data channels
might also be inﬂuenced by structural asymmetry of the probe
tip on a larger scale than the model apexes considered here, as
well as by other complications such as elastic deformations.42
Consequently, it is not always possible to perform straightforward assignments of atomic positions to speciﬁc features in data
sets that show strong asymmetric features in both data
channels.

Figure 4. Comparison of atomic-scale chemical interaction measurements performed on the surface oxidized Cu(100) surface via the
dynamic STM and 3D-AFM approaches. Please note that the
frequency shift image corresponding to dynamic STM operation has
been presented as the last inset of Figure 2c, while the map of chemical
interaction forces acquired via 3D-AFM has been obtained from ref 15.
In both cases, the tip apex has been determined via ab initio
calculations to be of the Cu−CuO variety. As discussed earlier, the
frequency shift data delivered by the dynamic STM method is aﬀected
by cross-talk and thus leads erroneously to the assignment of
maximum chemical reactivity to the hollow sites between the oxygen
atoms on the missing rows. On the other hand, constant height maps
of chemical interaction forces extracted from 3D-AFM data result in
the observation of single O atoms and thus allow the correct
assignment of chemical interaction forces to speciﬁc atomic sites on
the sample surface.

■

CONCLUSIONS
Combined STM/NC-AFM data sets simultaneously recorded
in the dynamic STM mode on surface-oxidized Cu(100) have
been presented in conjunction with ab initio simulations of
force interactions for model tip apexes with the aim of testing
to what degree atomic-scale surface interactions can be
characterized locally using individual images featuring Δf data.
The results suggest that recorded frequency shift data are often
strongly inﬂuenced by cross-talk due to active topography
feedback, leading to potentially erroneous interpretations of
atomic-scale interactions on surfaces. To avoid such complications, we recommend performing constant-height measurements of frequency shift and tunneling current or acquiring
three-dimensional data sets provided using the 3D-AFM
approach.

oxygen atoms in the dynamic STM mode due to the eﬀect of
cross-talk, as discussed earlier.
Let us note here that, in certain experimental investigations, a
qualitative comparison of site-speciﬁc Δf values can be
suﬃcient to draw conclusions about atomic-scale surface
properties to a ﬁrst approximation, thus avoiding the need to
perform an extensive quantiﬁcation of interaction forces. In
such cases, it should be suﬃcient to acquire only a small
number of images at diﬀerent frequency shift set points
(corresponding to diﬀerent mean tip−sample distances) than
required for full three-dimensional data sets, as long as the data
allow the construction of a single map of Δf at a given constant
height. On the other hand, if both constant height and 3DAFM operation are not possible, but stable operation in both
STM and NC-AFM imaging modes can be separately achieved,
reliable complementary information may only be obtained by
imaging the surface region of interest alternatingly with both
imaging modes, preferably at low temperatures to suppress the
eﬀect of lateral thermal drift.
Our ﬁndings can be generalized to the simultaneous
acquisition of two physically independent interactions A and
B, while regulating on just one. The resulting information is
stored in three diﬀerent channels, where channels 1 and 2
record interactions A and B, respectively, and channel 3
contains the z signal (i.e., the “topography”) produced by the
feedback attempting to keep interaction A constant. If the z
corrugation in channel 3 is comparable to or larger than the
decay length of interaction B, it is not possible to obtain useful
information about interaction B. In this case, any assignment of
image features observed in channel 2 to lattice sites will be risky
at best, in particular if structural asymmetries at the tip apex
induce an oﬀset between channels 2 and 3, as we have found to
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